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INTRODUCTION



THE SUBJECT AT HAND

Plant Growth Stimulator Trials: 

➢ Trial Design 

➢ Evaluation 

➢ Conduct 

➢ The Inevitability Of Failure



BECAUSE OF COURSE--

Experience Makes You Better

If you are not going to fail…

Who Will?



WHAT WE WANT---MEANINGFUL DATA

 For our purposes… Meaningful Data is data 

upon which the user can determine if the 

various treatments had an affect on the 

question.

 Be those effects 

Positive

Negative

or Null



REALITY CHECK

 The field work we are doing is taking a concept from 

the lab and moving it to the real world to see if the 

preliminary work translates.

 We will be looking for what is expected

 And looking for the unexpected



SO WHAT DOES IT TAKE ?

 Smoke and Mirrors?

 Voodoo?

 In short, properly designed experiments, 

executed well, analyzed properly so the 

treatment affects can be determined.

 That was easy… Class Dismissed.



CONSISTENCY

The underlying principal is consistency. 

Being consistently consistent is a 

consistent attribute of the consistently 

successful researcher….



VINCE LOMBARDI 

 When Asked about Ag Research said

Consistency is not the important thing,

it is the ONLY thing



WHERE IT ALL STARTS—THE TRIAL PLAN

 Without clear objectives and then a well 

thought out plan, efforts are hamstrung from 

the start.

 What does Meaningful Data look like?

 Are you asking the right questions?

 How will you measure for good answers?

 What will you do with the Data?



SADISTICAL DESIGN

 Not my intent to get deep into Degrees of Boredom, 

Reps, # of Controls blah blah ad nausea..

 KISS—Keep it Simple Stupid…

 Remember---Straight forward questions

 Smaller RCB’s are powerful

 Split Plot/Factorial if you insist on more treatments

 Lattice Designs

Greek Orthogonal Latin Square--- Huh?



SOME TIPS IN DESIGN

Neighbors next to neighbors in multiple reps is not 

good.

 Pay attention to the outside blocks so the 

treatments are not repeated on edges.

 Borders are good.

 You want REPRESENTATIVE distribution NOT 

random

We try to rep things so that it can be re-reped in the 

event of calamity



HOW MANY REPS?

 At least 6

 An advantage here is that you can lose a rep or two 

and still have something

 More than 10 seems to be a waste

 Most agree that 3 trials with 4 reps is better 

than 1 with 12. 



NOISE ABATEMENT PART 1

 Site Selection and Trial Layout

 As I interviewed the various agronomists and 

program managers for this talk, there was one 

common thread… 



SITE SELECTION AND TRIAL LAYOUT

“We expect the researcher to know her fields, 

conditions and abilities and then tell us honestly 

what her capability is to layout the trial as 

requested and accomplish the objectives”

When asked about the factors / tools used to 

help select a site, Service Provider knowledge 

was ALWAYS the first thing cited



THE OBVIOUS IN SITE SELECTION

 Is the field the right size for the intended 

layout?

 Can you grow the crop reliably here?

 Soil Maps, aerial photography, EC Maps

 Field History

 Alternate bearing year?



HOW WILL WE APPLY IT?

 Seed Treatment

 Transplant Drench

 In-Furrow

 Foliar

 In Irrigation System



THE HIGH TECH SPRAYER—2017

➢ Multiple Booms

➢ GPS Navigation

➢ GPS Plot Spraying

➢ Camera Monitors

➢ Flow Meters

➢ Auto-Steer



BIG EQUIPMENT CAN DO GREAT THINGS



AND MAKE SPECTACULAR MESSES



PRIOR TO SETTING A FLAG

 Irrigation systems

Wheel tracks on side rolls or pivots, 

Head gates on flood blocks

 If you need to irrigate as a backup measure, is your 

trial oriented so that this irrigation is uniformly 

applied?



PRIOR TO SETTING A FLAG

 Field Drainage

 If it rains a ton, is half your trial going to drown?

 If you have tile system installed, Does your plot layout 
need to be modified to the drains?

 Previous Crop

 Trial orientation so that the field history is uniform—half 
the trial area following Soy and the other half following 
Maize is not a great recipe for success

 Herbicide carryovers going to be an issue?

 And will your herbicide this year be an issue for your rotational 
plots next year?



PRIOR TO SETTING A FLAG

 Weather and local conditions

Dusty Roads

 A wind storm which defoliates the first 50 foot of 

the field

 Thievery



IT STARTS WITH THE SEED

 The right varieties and good quality seed

 Evaluating a seed treatment with an out of slot 

variety

 Can’t Measure 

fertilizer effects 

when the seed is 

of poor vigor



IT STARTS WITH THE SEED

 Planting in the right window

Obtaining materials to be tested on a timely basis



BEFORE THE SEED HITS THE PLANTER

 Use the right Land Prep

Was all of it ripped, disked, plowed the same?

 Is the leveling consistent?

 Is the drip tape in consistently—depth and location 

to the planted row?

Has the sprinkler been 

checked for uniformity?



PLANTING—A GREAT CHANCE TO MUCK IT UP

 Go swear at the planter a bunch

 Consensus is that more Noise comes from planting 

than anywhere else.

Plant Population is spot on

 If transplanting how will you do this?

 In row spacing is spot on

 Alleys are spot on—

 if you are planting round-robin, are your setbacks correct?

 A 20 foot plot with a 2.5 foot alley leaves little 

margin for error.  And I have seen some very high 

dollar GPS planting systems totally choke on this…



OPEN ALLEYS AND BORDERS

 Do you need them?
 In sprayed trials, not typically

 Seed Treatments, normally 

 Irrigation Applied, probably

 Machine Harvested
Hard to stop a combine or potato digger on a dime

 If you do
 Cross Planted to crop?

 Herbicide or hand hoed out?

 Mowed or disked?

 Used as a place to set the harvester?



BORDERS

 Yes you need them

 Always.

 Yes, that is right, Always.  

They can be adjacent trials.

 General rule of thumb is as wide as the crop is 

tall.



PLANT DENSITY

 Plant density has to be uniform if Yields are to 

be meaningful

 Seed must be plantable

The love affair with consistently sized seed

 Counts made after emergence

Various statistical hoopla can cancel some noise if the 

density is known



MARKED PLOTS

 Get it marked at planting!

 The sad story of the guy who planted East and 

West, and the spray operator who applied the 

glyphosate used the map North and South…

Durable plot markings

Every plot, every 5th or ?  

 We are leaning to each 

one with a tag which 

follows it all the way.



TOO NOISY?

 In Season Management

 The perfect site is selected

 The protocol is perfect

 The seed is perfect

 Planting went spectacularly well

Now let’s not screw it up.



NON TREATMENT ACTIVITIES

 Everything we do which is not a treatment 

requirement must be consistent across the whole 

trial, or at the very least, a replication block.

 Cultivations

 Irrigations

Maintenance Sprays

Spray tank carryover

Right boom widths



IRRIGATION

FAIL



IRRIGATION PREP

FAIL



IRRIGATION AND LASER JOB

Double FAIL



NON TREATMENT ACTIVITIES 

 Fertilizer 

 Confident of analysis

 Using just one lot

 Sampling from the correct rows

 Wheel traffic uniformly in all plots, or reps at 

least

 Cultural practices such as hand weeding done 

by rep if over multiple days



THE GOPHER IN THE GARDEN

Problem is that sometimes you do not know what the 

variability will be… Until it is way too late.



EVALUATING--- THE WINDS OF CHANGE ARE 

UPON US



THE REST WAS EASY, NOW THE HARD PART

 Data Collection

What are we looking for?

Does the Protocol make sense now that we are 

there?



THE REALITY OF WHO

 The Demographic of our teams has and will 
continue to change
 The farm kid who knows equipment and agronomics

 All three of them have jobs

 The daughter of the Nurse and Accountant is excited to 
help feed the world
Don’t know the difference between an adjustable end wrench 

and a celery stalk

We have to provide training and technology to get repeatable 
results

Within budget

 Timely, but not time consuming



THE CHALLENGE

 We spend plenty of time looking for something 

specific…



THE FOREST  THROUGH THE TREES

 We miss 

what is right

behind us



WHAT TO SEE?

With luck, the client will have some ideas on what 

they expect to see

More roots

Denser cover/more ground cover

Earlier flowers 

Shorter and stouter plants



TECHNOLOGY TO THE RESCUE



GADGETS AND REPEATABILITY

 NDVI

 SPAD

 NIR

 IR

 Canopy Temperatures

 Moisture Meters of all flavors

 Lab analysis of nutrients in plants and soils

 Microbiome analysis

 Sequencing everything



SENSORS

SENSOR MEASURED PARAMETERS DERIVED BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION

VIS camera
Dimensions ("digital biomass"), 

geometry, colour
Growth, biomass, development, stress

Laser scanner 3D point cloud
Growth, geometry, organ-resolved 

information

Hyperspectral camera Spectrally resolved images
Biomass, physiology, pigments, water status, 

stress, diseases, vegetation indices

PSII camera Chlorophyll fluorescence Photosynthetic parameters

IR camera Surface heat emission Temperatures, transpiration

NIR camera Reflectance due to water content Water status

Fluo-camera Fluorescence signals
Chlorophyll, senescence, fluorescent 

pigments, biomarkers

From Lemnatec



OUR EXPERIENCE

 Many of the sensors available are better in a 

green house on single plants

 SPAD

 Leaf Temperature

 NDVI is great for same variety determinations

 Fast and is good for ground cover

 Photo imaging is the way of the future

 Various sensors too



HOW TO GET IMAGES

Drones Are cool but too gross for many uses

Hand held with a selfie stick works well

Right post processing

 Tractor mounted will be the way of the near future

Down the road?

Robots?

Drones?



BIOMASS

 Counting Leaves, Biomass, etc. is VERY time 

consuming and hence expensive

Creativity and a bit of time will yield great results



HAPPINESS IS A BOAT OF LAWYERS SINKING

 The most difficult task… 

 Is when you are told the product makes plants 

happier…

 Find a way to measure that!!!



SUGGESTED HAPPY CODES

 Ecstatic 

 Really Happy

 Happy

 Not so Happy

 Damned Unhappy

 Pissed 



HARVESTING

 Everything must be the same moisture, 

trimmed the same, sized correctly and so on.



HARVESTING

 If harvesting by machine, be sure it is set 

properly and kept the same

 Hand Harvests are tricky

 Crew needs to be trained

Harvest by reps

Grading needs to be consistent



ACCURACY AND PRECISION

 Two different things which go hand in hand

A 5 by 10 foot wheat plot at 80 bu produces 5 
pounds, and 3% yield difference is about 75 

grams so using a 60 pound analog scale to weigh 
will not give the accuracy nor precision needed

Hold that amount in your hands and show it to 
your team… This is the difference between the 

winner and the losers in this trial…



WHY WILL THEY PAY?

 At the end of the day, making a plant happier 

has to be something which will encourage 

growers to pay money for that product or trait.

 Yield is obvious

Lower unit

cost

Higher Quality



LOWER UNIT COST

 Unit cost is one of the big three 

Herbicide Tolerance

 Pest Protection

 Fertilizer Efficiency

Drought Tolerance

 Higher Yield is only PART of what makes for 

Lower Unit Cost



QUALITY IS ABOUT HIGHER MARGINS

 Better Quality Needs to bring a higher return

 And that return needs to be consistently more 

than the input cost.



BETTER QUALITY

 Improve Quality 

 This means very different things in different crops

And within the same crop for different uses

Higher protein wheat?  

Baking Quality

Bell Peppers which have longer shelf life?

Waxy Corn

Specialty Oils in Canola, Soy, Safflower, etc..…



SO WHAT IS THE MEAT HERE?

 The obvious is obvious.  We need to see the subtle 

and the nuances

 Takes a clear mind to see what you are not looking for

 Should be done on unique visits

 Try looking from above

Drones, standing on the tool box, tie your Go Pro to a pivot

 Walk without 

purpose

Wander

Get down 

in the 

canopy



MEAT PAGE 2

 Lie on the ground!

 Come at harvest and watch the product

Does it harvest the same?

 The color different?  

 The way it leans?

How quick does it recover?

 Walk the field a week after harvest…

 Any differences?



MEAT 3

 Look at the plant…

 Look at the weeds around it

 Look for the pests… more, less

 Look for the non targets… Does this have more 

bees, do the rabbits like it?



YOUR CONDITIONS AFFECT WHAT YOU SEE

 Try to come up with what a good result will look 

like. 

 Remember that Good here may not be elsewhere

 A 20 foot tall corn variety which potentially yields 

500 bu—Would you find it?

 The tendency would be to ignore one that tall

Did you notice that it had 4 ears which tried to produce?

Will you see it if you only fertilized it for 200 bu?



GUIDANCE

 We need to give guidance to our teams on what 

and how to look for things…

 Telling someone to “go take a look and tell me what 

you see” is not enough…



CONCLUSION

 This type of work is what will feed the world in 

30 years

 Pesticides Protect, not make…

 Varieties and Stimulants make…

 Do your best to think outside the box

 Have two or three different people look

 The inexperienced may well see things us old 

farts miss….



THE MENTORS

 Alan Green—Agro Fresh

 Robin Ross—Acadian SeaPlants

 Fred Marmor--Valent

 Dave Pattison—Valagro 

 Zhongjin Lu—Arcadia

 Curt Kallal and Doug Nubel --Pioneer

 Blake Cooper—Limagrain Cereals USA

 Leslie Fuquay--Syngenta

 Dana Eaton—Biogemma

And So Many Others….



THANK YOU
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